Can You Teach Me The Way I Can Learn
.
The session title “Can you teach me……..” was inspirational, It is a question each child
asks his educator _ All the teachers at DPS Megacity came together at the end of the
academic session not to talk about marks and reports , rather to see how we can make
each child successful ?In this interactive session all the faculty brainstormed on how was
the last year, what more was desired to be done and how we would do so, as continuous
learning by teachers alone creates the best learning environment. ? Facilitator Mrs.
Salony Priya counseling psychologist and educational consultant shared with the
teachers about the happenings of the last year and the impressions that it left. The
teachers were also asked to pen down in one word what would they like their next year to
be. Words like “organized”, “paperless”, “planned” echoed in the room. It was all setting
a tone for new approaches and methods …
She further highlighted the ‘BIG FOURS SKILLS’ that are needed to be catered to , to
make each one a good learner for this age group. The teachers were made aware of the
various stages of reading. In fact the “long road to successful reading” were explained.
The different co-ordination need to perform the “juggling act” of learning was told to the
teachers. Little did the teachers know that how tough it was to write one little sentence.
The challenges faced by children in writing were highlighted. The teachers were
concerned about the hand writing of the children and shared this with madam. She shared
with the teachers the different steps that they could follow to improve the hand writing of
the children.
In the Brainstorming session she really made the teachers introspect whether
they acknowledge commendable behavior , foster a sense of trust and acceptance,
are enthusiastic about teaching and inspire their students. These are some of the
cornerstones that enable good emotional and social development in young
children.
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